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The purpose of this study wrs to compare the effectiveness of

teaching reading using the traditional approach and & more progressive

or erperisiental approach* In order to make the comparison, it was necessary

to define the involvements of the two approaches and to relate theca to

reading instruction* The history of reading was reviewed and early methods

of teaching reading were examined and studied* Subsequently, a compare

tivo study was pursued by equating ten pairs of students in two different

schools in Greenville, North Carolina* The pairs of children were chosen

on the bases of intelligence quotients (90-110), similar socio-economic

background, and continued attendance in the same school for five consecu-

tivo years*

Aehievataent teat scores on standard achievement teats were recorded

at the end of the fourth grade and compared and analysed with the scores

attained at the completion of the fifth grade*

The reaulta of the study revealed that the weakest areas within

the experimental group were the areas of paragraph meaning and studyekills.

The strongest areas were spelling and language. The traditional group ox-

celled in paragraph meaning, science, and social studies but lagged in

gelling and language* finally, it was concluded that User* is no best

way to teach reading and that success or failure of a reading program de-

pends largely on a skillful teacher who can work effectively with different

students on diverse levels of instruction according to individual needs*O
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CHAPTER X

THE PKOHU&! AND CEPXNXIKS OF TERMS

I. THE PROBLEM

Stateasnt of the problem* The purpose of this study

the traditional approach with the sore progressive approach in the teach-

lug of reeding*

Unite of thg Study* This study was Halted in its scope due to

the difficulty ensued in finding children who had been at the same school

for five consecutive years who also had siedlar X. Q. levels (90-110)*

Because of this factor, it was possible to find only 10 pairs of children

upon which the study could be made* The study was further United in that

the schools represented in the survey were not purely traditional nor pro-

gresslve, thus causing aoeae overlapping; of philosophies, which sight have

altered seme of the reported scores*

Significance of the study* This study is significant in its at-

tempts to contrast the achievement levels of children taught in a more

traditional classroom with those of children who are instructed in a more

progressive atmosphere* Xt indicates the value of directed teaching as

opposed to incidental learning*

xx« mm&nm of terms used

Word* A speech sound or series of sounds that have meaning and

are used as a unit of language* (A unit of meaning*)

Syllable* A part of a word in which a vowel is heard*
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Detersdimtive. A symbol or figure which was uaad as an auxilliary

unit to help clarify the meaning of the word*

PhecoaraR. the smallest unit of sound that distinguishes one let-

ter fro® another.

Fictogram* The first stage in the development of writing in which

a picture stood for a word*

Vowel, a speech sound which implies a variation in sound* In

ducing the vowel sound the oral passage is comparatively unobstructed

allowing the breath stream to flow from the lungs to the lips without being

out off at any point.

Consonant. Implies a consistency or constancy in sound* It is a

sound which is produced by interrupting the air or breath by one of the

organs of articulation such as the lips, teeth, tongue, or hard and soft

palates*

Phonetics. The science of speech sounds and their representation

by written eyehole*

Phonics* The application of elementary phonetics in teaching a

child how to read*

ASC Method* A method of teaching reading in which the letters of

learned first* It involved teaching the child his let-

tors, them combining letters into syllables, syllables into words, and

the alphabet

Word Method* A method of teaching reading which was introduced by

Horace Mann* The child learned word wholes before learning the isolated

letters*
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Phonic Method* A mtiiod or reading which required the use of the

ears as well as the eyes* It involved a sounding out of new words letter

by letter and blending these sounds together so as to figure out new words

independently*

gyllabarima* Consonants and vowels in combination with one another*

Vowel Eiaraph* Two vowels aide by side*

Vowel tlohthottr,* Two vowels aide by side which carry a sequence

of sound or glide in the voice*

Experience Method* A

the teaching of reading for the primary purpose of preparing a child for

well-rounded living with his fellow-nan* It integrated the teaching of

reading with all the other subjects in the curriculum*

thod of reading instruction which stressed

M., Kephssited lctf#R§
that drill would bring about this leans-t© read* It was based on the id<

ing and mde no attempt to correlate the subject of reading with other

subjects*

to Beading Instruction* Based upon the rec-

ognltion of needs and interests of children rather than upon drill and

is of children as a preparation foraneoriaatlon* It enghaslses expert

life rather than the subjects being tsu#t*



CHAPTER II

review or the literature

The story oX education and the development of various phases oi

language have revealed man’s constant struggle to learn to read and write*

The development oT language is considered to be one of the greatest ae~
1

coapiishEwmt* sen has made* As Thorndike said, "It (language) is acre

important than all the physical tools invented in the last two thousand

years** Historically speaking, education is the means by which various

ethnic groups have attempted to realise their social and spiritual ideals*

Language is the mean* by which they have been able to express these ideals

and to convey their thoughts to other people*

3

1. PREHISTORIC MAH

According to Thorndike, it is not known when or where speech orig-

lasted*^ It is known only that it is very old and that through its pro-

gressive development, certain words have become associated with definite

objects*^ The origins of man’s writing are as remote as the beginnings

X
Cavici K* Russell, Children lean to Head (Hew Yorks dim and

Ceepeny, 1961), p. 35.

*S>bid*
3Xhid*
Edward lee Thorndike, Kan and Hia V:orka (Cambridge, Massachusetts!

Harvard University Press, 1943),p* &h*
c

•'Russell, fig* cit*. p* 35*
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of his speech# Hie first attempts at recording Ms activities and ideas

were la the fora of carvings on the walls of his cave* Rogers states that

the oldest rock paintings in existence ace mrals painted on the walls of

a cave at Altacsira in northern Spain which have been estimated to be about
6

30*000 years old* The pictures at Altaaira Mere of animals end figures

and apparently had no direct connection with one another* They merely

picted events in the cave man's life and gave aom record of his physical
7

Smith suggests that another group of people, the Aurignaciana,

who lived about the sane time as the people of Altamlra, did make an attempt

to tell a story through their paintings and achieved

tinuity with them*

Davenport has concluded that alphabetical symbols were in cadatmet
9

in Egypt as early as 4000 B*C* during the reign of King Sent# Smith

further describes this alphabet as a series of characters, none of which

reasstolesthc alphabet in use today, except tor one letter which Is almost

Identical to the letter ]|*i0 Hie stone tablet which shows the evidence

of this alphabet has the name of King Sent carved on It in alphabetical

needs#

measure of con-
e

'Frances Rogers, fainted Bock to Printed Page (Hew Yorkj J# 3*
Ilppincott Company, l#0), p# ll#

Ibid., p* 14*

William A* Smith, Ancient Education (Hew York* Philosophical
library, 1955)# P« 7#

^Cyril Davenport, The Boofe-Its History and Develoarant (Hew York*
Peter Smith, 1930), p# 18*

*%aith, 0£# cit*» p* 4*
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characters* The Ashaolean Huaeum at Oxford, England has this stone plaque

in its possession*^"

H. SUMEmitS (30U0 B.C.)

Xt has been said that "necessity is the eetber of invention*"

Since scan had felt no real need for a Beans of recording language, he nade

very little effort in the early years of his existence to develop a nethod

of writing* However, about the year 30GC B*C* in the land of Hesopotasda,

a people known as the Sumerians began to realise a need for writing*

Their country lay between two major rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates,

and because of its proj&slty to these rivers as well as its location on

the najer trade routes going east and west, Sumer became a land of trades-

men* The tradesman had to keep some record of their business transactions

in order to do their work efficiently* Xt became impossible for them to

keep these records in their minds and they knew they ®u»t have another means
13

of recording then*

of their everyday affairs such as records of the people who owned land and
14

of those who had paid their taxes.

Their first method of writing was a very simple one that used pic-

turea to represent the things of which the writing told* In order to read

12

The Sumerians wanted some means of keeping records

UIbld*

Rogers, «$£* clt*. p* 18*
^Ibid*. p* 22*

^Xbtd*. p. 21*
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their writing, the person had to use hie ears as well as his eyes* Each

picture or symbol represented a sound In the Sumerian language* This
15

method of picture-sound writing is known today as a rebus*

if an intangible word such as belief was to be written, they would draw

the picture of a bee and the picture of a leaf and then the ear would

translate the sounds of bee and leaf into the word belief* The Susaerianu

gradually modified this method of writing and using the

began to build a vocabulary of sound-picture symbols, in which a picture

would stand for something else* For example, they would use the picture

of a bent line to stand for the words Mto bend** They would show two

wary lines to designate "water” or the picture of a triangle for the word

For example,

principle,

16

By 2000 B«C*, the Sumerians had developed a very complicated system

of writing known as cuneiform* which meant "wedge-shaped** All of the

characters used in this writing were wedge shaped and it was their coahiria**
17

tion with one another which determined that they meant*

so difficult to learn, only the people who received special train-

ing could learn to read It* Those people who were trained in the rudiments

of reading and writing were called scribes, and their schools were the

earliest schools in existence*^

Since the writ-

lag

15I«£.. P. 18.
p* 15.

17lbid*. p* 25.

P* 35.
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The Sumerians recorded their writings on clay tablets known as Kara

Tablets* The figures were impressed on the aoist clay end then put into

the sun to dry* the content of these tablets were Halted to teaple

accounts and classified lists of kinds of animals, fish, hires, or cities*

These tablets were used as school text-books and can probably be credited

tdth being the first teatbooks in existence*1^
About the year 2100 B*C*, the rumerlans were compered by the

Seattle Babylonians *2C The c.umrim. script was adopted by the Seedtea

and reached the height of its development under the reign of King Haaffiurabi

(1847-1905 B.C.).21

Ill* 1HS EQimAKS(3200 S*C«)

The Egyptians were working on a syst

the rusarians were, and had a well-developed system devised by the begin-

ning of the Old Kingdom (3200 B*C*)* Smith suggests that their system of
2®

writing might have even been in use before that of the Sumerians*

The Egyptians, like the Sumerians, provided schools for the boys

who wished to become scribes* They were eligible to go to school when

they became five years old* They carried no schoolbooks or writing sateri-

of writing at the mm time

als, for most of their work was memorised*^ They were required to memorise

^adtb, £2* cit*. p* 20*

^ISS.
“l«£»•
22im-, p. as.
^Rogers, o£* cit*. p* 40*
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at least TOC picture symbols and had to learn to use these symbols in three

different ways in order to write. First, the symbol would actually pic-

turo the object it represented. Second, the symbol would stand lor an

idea. Third, the picture would indicate the sound of the word or syllable

as in a rebus. They had to use all of these variations in their writing

and it was necessary for the scribe to distinguish whether the symbol stood

for an object, an idea, or a sound.

The Egyptians realised that this method of expression was too tine
25

consuming and reduced the number of symbols to twenty four,

had an alphabet which for the first time enabled them to write their Ian-

The letters were all consonant let-

24

They new

26
gauge phonetically as it is today,

tors however, and a true alphabet would not exist until the invention of
2?

the vowels.

The modern alphabet can be credited to the Seirltes, the f»refathera

of the Phoenicians. Yhlle working for the Egyptians, the Seirltea came

in contact with the Egyptian writing and free it developed twenty-on© sya-

bole corresponding to the letters of the alphabet. Bussell states “The

word alphabet cooes from the first letters of the two Seirite words alpha

and bet meaning ox and house respectively.**
SI

The new system of writing

%bid.. p. 42.
25Ibid.» p. 43.

^iBith, oj>. cit.. p. 28.

^Rogers, £j>. cit*. p« 43*

2%u»3s11, gg, cit.. p* 52.
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which they begs® has been in use for 3000 years

iy, m PHceaciANsdsoo b.c.)

The people of Seir sdgr&ted south Area Egypt and through the con-

turies earn to be known as Phoenicians.*^ The Phoenloians were traders

and through their travels, carried their alphabet to tsany places* About

the year 1500 B.C., the Greeks earns in contact with the Phoenicians and

borrowed their alphabet*^ a Greek, Herodotus, sonetiaes known as the

of History,^2 described the Phoenician influence:

Mm tfee Phoenicians introduced into Greece upon their arrival,
a great variety of arts, among the rest, that of writing where of
the Greeks has m I think, been igoorant. And originally they
shaped their letters exactly like all other Phoenicians, but after-
wards, in the course of tins, they changed by degrees their lang-
uage and together with it, the fora likewise of their characters#-3'*

Path

Y. THE GR£EK?<1000 B*C«)

The Greeks modified and refined the Phoenician alphabet# Even

though they bad the feaitic consonant signs in their possession, they felt

the need for something sore# they needed scans of representing the

2*Bogera, ££• cit*. p# 58.

31
faith, sk* cit*# P* 3$*

Pierrepont Graves, A His
Ares, (Mow York: The MucWillan Company,

^Rogers, gg« cit.. p. 76.

!mj»«jaaaa
, p*
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vowels, and according to Bussell, the Greeks had developed the vowels by
3l

10C0 B.C# They had now developed an alphabet in which there

lor every sound* This alphabet constituted the basis lor all subsequent
35

European alphabets* " The Greeks* achievement is regarded as the greatest
36

gilt of the Greek culture to Western civilisation*

a sign

VI* THE KNAXS&tt B*C*)

Around the 3rd Century, B*C*, the Roman culture employed an alpha-

bet composed of twenty-caw letters* It was eventually extended to twenty

three letters* In writing their letters, they emphasised writing from

left to right and are possibly the first ones to see an advantage in read-
37

ing and writing in this mrarer* The Eocaan® are credited with the round-

ing ©1 the elementary school* The date ol its rounding ha© only been in-

lerred, but Boyd thinks that it was in the jald-third century B*C*, but

has no real lasts to back up his hypothesis* The elementary school re-

ceived the boys and a lew girls when they reached the age of six or seven

39
and kept then until they were twelve or thirteen* Good states that el<

nectary education began at about the age ol seven* The boys were taught

reading, writing, acral virtue®, rules ol conduct, end the law of the

•^Russell, jg* dt*. p* 33*

33S»ith, op* clt«» p* 12b*

36Ibicl*. p. 129*

37Ibid*. p. 184.
3%>"illian Boyd, The History

and Charles Black, lW?Y,p*-39*
of Kestern Education. (London* Aden
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Twelve Tables* First he learned the letters* then syllables and spelling
3?

According to Seeley, the whole purpose or the

schools was to prepare children for practical life* They particularly

emphasised their youth*s preparation for public speaking*

of Halicarnassus* a Greek historian who lived in Home during this period

described the Renan sethod of teaching readings

When we learned to read was it not necessary at first to know
the naae of the letters* their shape* their value in syllables*
their differences* then the words and their case* tkeir quantity
long or short* their accent and the rest?

Arrived at this point, we began to read and write, slowly at
first and syllable by syllable* Some tine afterwards, the fores
being sufficiently engraved
in the elementary book* then is all sorts of books* finally
incredible quickness and without staking any mistakes

th words and reading*

40
Dionysius

ry, we read sore cursorily,
with

our

VII* THE ATM2SIAKS(60C-30C D*C.)

Up until this tine* very little emphasis had been placed upon call-

area*a knowing how to read* but with the refim

cords begin to show the emergence of foreal reading instruction* In the

schools of Athens in the years frost 6CC B*C* - 300 B*C*, the learning of

reading played a predominant part ia the life of the Athenian schoolboy*

it of the alphabet, re-

^H* 0* Good* A History of Western Education. (Kew York* The Mac-
aillan Company, I960), p. 47*

4CLevi Seeley, History of Education, (Kew York* American Book
CeKpaay, 1899), p* 78*

4%lwood P* Cubberly, The History of Education, (lie* York* Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1920), p* 64*

42Ibld*. p. 27*
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There wa© no provision in the Athenian school Tor the education of girl®

and usually a Greek worsen was entirely uneducated.4-’

A* soon as a bey could trace the forms of the letters in the sand

or use a stylus to scratch the letters In mx, be began to cochin© the

letters into syllables and words and to write down poetry that the school-

master dictated to him# The writing lesson one day provided the reading

lessen for the neat day* In this way, every boy made hi® own textbook#

If he was unable to read Me lessen due to its Illegibility, he had only

himeelf to b&ajae*^*
Heading was taught by first learning the letters, then the syllables,

and finally words# Slenystas of Halicarnassus, who described the Homan

teaching methods also this description of Athenian methods}

of the elements of speech, which are
ceiled ^ammta. then their shape end reactions; then the syllables

their affections, j lastly the parte of speech, and the portion-
, contrac-

Wo learn first the

and
lar imitations competed with each, as inflection,
tion, accents, position in the sentence; then we begin to road and
write, at first in syllables and slowly, but when we have attained
the necessary certainty, easily and quickly#45

William Barclay, |du
(Londons Collin*a Clear-Type

^Graves, 3^* cit*. p* 162#

45Cubberly, og# oit#. p# 26#

wuaaa*
'»* » p*
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Figure 1, taken fro® a Kullx of I)ouri3, depicts a reading or reel-

tation lesson in an earl/ Athenian school* On a high backed chair site

an aiaerly meter holding a roll in hie hand* Can it is inscribed what

is clearly meant to be an hexameter line Iras sos.e epic poet but Douris

was not very well educated and so the line ie misspelled and will not

scan* In front ox the master stands a boy* The master may be dictating

the poem while the boy learns it by heart after him, or he say be hearing

hiss say it* But very possibly the scere represents a reading-lessors*

On the walls of the school hang a manuscript rolled up and tied with a

string and an ornamental basket* These baskets were used as bookcases
LL

to hold the manuscript rolls.

It was very difficult for the students to learn to read at that
47

time since all the books were written in capital letters* There was

no punctuation, accent, or spacing between words, which further added to

the confusion* This method ox printing made it very difficult to arrive

at the meaning ox a sentence.

The first step in learning to read was to learn the alphabet. In

order to make it easier and more enjoyable, it was put into verse and
49

dramatised. Since the alphabet consisted of twenty four letters, there

^Kenneth J* Freeman, Schools of Hellas (Londons hac&Lllan and
Company, Limited, 1932), p. 92*

^Frederick Eby and Charles Flinn Airowood, The History and Philo-
sophy of hducation Ancient and Medieval (hew York* Prentice-Hall, Ineorpo-
rated,' 1V4C),F*_,2374* "

^Cubberly, joe, clt*
^Fre«san, op* cit.. p* 88.
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would be twenty-iour people in the chorus, each one representing one of

the twenty four letters. In the lira! choric song the letters were put

together In pairs. The first chorus sight have run as follows}

AlphaBeta BA

u«*

El BEBeta

Beta BEEta

81Beta Iota

BOBeta Qu

Beta BJu

Beta 0 BO 50

After this sequence, Gama, was paired with the seven vowels and so

on through the entire alphabet. Inuring the aong, the

chorus dressed to represent the letters and postured themselves in the

right position to forte themselves into required pairs. After the song,

the teacher lectured about the vowels to the group in i&c-bic verse. The

of the

chorus then repeated the vowels one by one after the teacher. The oppor-

tunity was taken at this tii for describing the shape of the letters,
51

this sethodand the audience had to guess what letter was intended*

of teaching miat have been enjoyed by the children because freeman says

52
that there is no record of Hellenic boys "creeping unwillingly to school."

10
Ibid., p. 89.

->%by and Arrowooa, op, clt», p. 275,

^Freessan, op. eit», p. 81.
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These methods introduces by the Greeks have been considered to be the
53

actual beginnings of reading instruction.

fill. qUIKTIUAK (100 A.If.)

A period oi' several centuries elapsed before another notable develop-

meant in the teaching of reading occurred* In the first century A.D*,

Marcus Fabius Qulntllianue, better known as Quintilian, stated his views

concerning education* Quintilian, a ten rhetorician and critic, had

a great many theories concerning education, and he was particularly ve~

h it in his views concerned with the teaching of reading* He advocated

a sequential method of teaching the rudiments of reading* He thought the

letters of the alphabet should be learned first} syllables should follow

letters; words should follow syllables; and finally sentences should

In his booh Pedagogy, he lists several requisites for
54

follow words*

learning how to read* He says!

is most tenacious in early childhood* Learning mat
be a pleasure and not a burden* Begin with reading* First teach
the forma of the separate letters so that the child may know th
when he sees them* This is preferable to beginning with the order
of the alphabet, or with syllabic sounds* Ivory letters will be
found useful helps* Writing is best taught by cutting the letters
on a board, and letting the child draw his stylus along the grooves*
this is preferable to wax* All combinations of letters, even the
most difficult, must be learned systematically at first, and not
be left to puasle us when they occur* Good reading is taught by
beginning slowly and quickening by degrees*?*

The

53
fiby ami Arrcwood, op* cit*. p* 276*

54
Grace M* Peroald, hctiedial Techniques in Basic School Subjects

(New fork! McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, 1V435» P* "2U
^Oscar browning, An Introduction to the History of Educational

Theories (New fork; Harper and Brothers, lbof$7 P* 2£*
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Quintilian believed that reading should progress very slowly and

that the child should fully understand every step before progressing to
56

He stressed goodanother. He felt that reading was retarded by haste.

oral reading habits, emphasising good breath control and a veil modulated

voice. He suggested various ways to show expression in oral reading by
5?

variation of speed and pitch*

of today's graded series of books, progression to new material only after

the student fully comprehends the underlying principles, and the use of

manipulative materials in making certain concepts more meaningful.

Quintilian assumes a very important place in the development of education

of teach-

Quintilian's methods were the forerunners

and in methods of instruction because he delved into the prohi

isg more deeply than any of his predeaeessors. He sensed the importance

of methodology in teaching. He had respect for the specific qualities

of childhood and understood that they could not be expected to behave

like adults. He helped to change teaching from a process of hardship to
58

one of self-development.

IX. THE KGKAKS (100-200 A.D.)

Cubberly describes life in Rose during the first and second cen~

turies A.D .as on© of the happiest ages in all human history* It was a

William M. Snail, Quintilian on Education (Oxford : At the Claren-
don Press, 1V38), p. IV.

I. Butler, The Instltutlo Oratorio of c&lntlltan
Hasoochusetts: The Harvard Diversity 'fress, 1953>* pV 147*

^Robert Ulicb, Three Thousand fears of Educational Wisdom (Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts* The Harvard University f'resa," 1V48),' p. 102.

(Cambridge,
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period in which the country was ruled by competent emperors who engendered

a general ateosphere of peace and tranquility among the people*^ How-

ever« he points out that during the third and fourth centuries A,D* bar*

bariari hordes free, the north swept over the country, plundering and de~

stroking everything in their paths* After their Invasions had ceased,

the countries of Europe were In a dire state of ignorance and lawlessness*

The Roraan schools gradually' begem to die out.c^ iy the sixth century A*D*V

after a long period of degeneration and decay, they finally closed,^ A

Bishop of the sixth century described the conditions thualyi

'.oe to the present age, which has seen the study of letters
perish, and in which nobody any longer knows how to preserve for
the future the records of events
dine, is at the point of death* Therefore X beg that you will
excuse

ucatod*

everything is on the do-* • • «

errors of letter or syllable - I have been ao badly ad-3

x« c&kumaoke (742-014 a*d.)

During this period of cultural darkness the name of Charlemagne

rose to eminence* Charlemagne (763-314), A*9* king of the Franks and

emperor of the Holy Roman Erapiref ruled, and had a deep respect for educa-

tion and because of hla influence, learning did not completely perish in

hie aspire as it had done in other parts of the warId,63 Charlercsgne

could read, but could not trite* He tried to learn after he was in

5^Gubberly, on* clt.. p* 109*

'Ibid.

^Good, on* clt*. p* 53#

Rogers, on*, clt*. p. 102*

7Ibid.. p. Id*

cQ

63
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advanced yeara aiid found it inpossible to meter* because of his failure

to accomplish this ekt.ll> he decided that he could have learned to write

had ho been taught as a child* Out of ills own disappointaent of not

being able to learn the art of writing, he desired that all children in

his fcingdcsu lave a chance to attend school*

for the teacher in Ids school, he called upon a monastery for the

services of one of their monks, a nan called Aleuln* In the year 732 A*D*,

Alcuin arrived at the palace of Charlemagne and was appointed his niAistsr

of education* His instruction was a question and answer type of instrue-

lion* Both the questions and answers were prepared by him before the

clao3 convened and both had to be learned by the pupils*

Alcuin not only taught the cliildren in the palace school, but also

developed an alphabet of lower case letters* It was customary at that

time to begin a sentence with a capital letter and then to writ© the re-

mining letters In smaller capitals* Alcuin designed an alphabet of
11grail letters*1 which i» named “CardLlne" in honor of Charleesagae*

hhen the palace school proved to be successful, Charlemagne estab-

lishod more schools and trade the following proclamation in the year 002

A*C*t **Evesyone should send his son to school to study letters and the

child should remain at school with all diligence until he should become

well instructed in learning.*^

%

tf

&»TMri.

65Cubberly,
^Jogere, op* cit*« p* 10fc*

k?Cubberly, loc. cit.

on. cit** p» 14U
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for theEver though Charlemagne*# attempts at providing edueatl

children of his reals were negligible in comparison with the accomplish-

seats of the educators who succeeded him, he had a lasting influence on

the schools that were to follow. He checked the decline in learning,

reawakened a desire for study, and provided an important stimulus toward

the study of letters.^

XI. THE ISVBITK* OF THE HINTING PhESS (1438 A.D.)

reading and reading instruct!

ith century, due to the searacity of reading

books that were available had to be copied by hand by the few people who

knew how to write. Books were very costly to own and only a few people

knew this luxury. In the year 1423 A.D., a Dutchman named Coster wade

a great step forward when fee made the first engraved single page of writ-
69

ing by weans of a printing press#

progressed very slowly up until

the fift terial. All

In 1438, Qutenfcurg, a German printer,

capitalising upon Coster*s idea, invented movable wooden types which
70

completely revolutionali*ed educational techniques and materials*

about the sane time the printing press was invented, paper manufacturing

was developed. With the cemilnaticw of paper and a printing press with

which to turn out printed materials, textbooks became wore plentiful for

At

p. m3.

69lbid
70Ibld.

niMM imiinn n

a* P* 255*
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n
the s&ssea. Visual instruction ms now as important as hearing*' Hie

invention of the printing pres# changed teaching from a reading-by-the-
72

prolessor ecthoa to a textbook sethcxl.

hitring the period between the years MCO-IJOO A.D., the children

had to learn their ABC’s irm the local priest or in an elementary school
73

known as a song school* These school# were lor the primary purpeso of

training boys a# choristers, hut since the skill of reading ms needed

by the boys in reading their choral selections, it became necessary to

teach the ruaiircnt-a of reading and writing as well* Chaucer describes

in his hook Prioress’a Tale what the boys learned at such a school!

to 0$r»gen and to rede
children done in hir childhede*

n
as

XII. MRTUI UJTHER AMD THE MMBHATXQH (1500 A*!.)

Eby points out that there was a tumltuous upheaval among the

people of the western world during the sixteenth century which affected
75

every phase of bustan life*

and profound awakening in the history of western civilisation*1*f

He describee it as **ihe nest far-reaching

This

^ftraig K* Thotapeon, School# in Tudor Sn&Iand (W ashington, P.C.t
Hie Folger Shakespeare library, i95®}',p«5*

lubberly, oc* cit.. p* 281*
73
Thompson, op* clt*. p* 2*

74IUd,

75ftr#derick Khy, Hie
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated,

fork*

7£35sy.
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transformation of civiiiaction ia usually called the Reformation, and the
77

most notable participant in this reformation ms Martin Lather*

before the Reformation, the church had the responsibility of pro-

vidlng schools, but because of Martin Luther, the control of the schools

Up until this time.
78

was transferred from the church to the state*

very little easphasia had been placed on education f<

few nuns of the Roman Church and a few noble or wealthy

girls and only a

had an

education. Luther changed this practice however, and advocated educe-
7917 He alsotion for everyone regardless of his sex or station in life*

emphasised the teaching of reading in the schools so that a child might

be better equipped to read the scriptures which he thought to be so ia-

It Is difficult to assess the value of Martin Luther*s con-
cu

portent*

uributton to education, but he did set in motion a desire for knowledge

and a restlessness among the people*

According to Taylor, the ABC method had been the principal

used to teach reading up until the 1500*eJ^
ttbod

With this thod, the child

had to learn the ABC*8 in an isolated manner with no relationship to

anything he knew in his realm of life* In the year 1334* Xekelaa&er of

Germany, published a primer in which he protested against the Alphabet

^Tlbid*. p* 62.
^ Good, op* cit** p* 158*

7%by, op* cit.. p* 72*

BCmd., p* 75*

^Joseph 5m Taylor, Principles and Methods of Teaching Reading
The Macmillan Coopany, 1915T*"p*lio*(Mew Yorki
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82
Method and advocated a new method known as the Phonic Method* Instead

o£ the name of the letter, the child firat learned Its sound. Hext to

each letter was printed the picture of an animal whose voice or cry re-

sea&led the sound of the letter, thereby giving: the child something with

which to relate the abstract letter. for example, under the picture

of a dog was placed the growling "r* and with a picture of a bird, the
84

twittering Unfortunately, Ickelaamer*s reform was not successful

and the people gradually lapsed back into their old methods of teaching

reading* Fee* several centuries, nothing acre was heard of the phonic

method.85

mi. the "petty school" (1500 a*d*>

In sixteenth century England there

William Shakespeare attended the petty school when he was a child and

Thompson considers that this school can probably be attributed with in-

•ged the "petty school."

fluencing such of his later writings,

at the age of four, probably already with some knowledge of reading which

He learned the twenty-six letters of the

A child entered the petty school

he had acquired at home,

alphabet by their configuration. After this skill was mastered, he

“iwg.
33i£isU
^^Qraves, op* elt*. p* 255*

85Taylor, loc*, cit*>

Thompson, op* cit*, p* 9*
Si

8?iaa.
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learned to sound the letters by their proper nauaes end to ^oin th

gether, the vowel® with vowels in diphthongs end digraphs, and the con-

sonants with vowels In other syllables*

The beys learned these letters and syllables iron a hornbook, a

wooden tablet with a handle widen could be hung around his neck* The

tablet was covered with a sheet of parchment or paper containing the

alphabet, over which was placed a plate of transparent horn, fehen the

material in the hornbook was learned, the child proceeded to the ABC V&th

the Catechiesc and the Frtaar* with th

training in reading and also acquisition of the religious tents that he
av

Emphasis here ms placed on Ewsorisatiun and

to-

teat-books he received advanced

was expected to know,

constant drill

Thomas Whitfield Baldwin, %
(Urbana* The University of Illinois

^hewpeoa, loc* cit.
*^44.. V. 16.

* p* 9*;s,
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ICTi|prfe!jt&iKinopq .
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I toill bee Done in earth as tt is in
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%

FIGURE 2

a hornbook of the kind used in elizahethan petit schools and later used
in THE EARLY SCHOOLS OF NEW ENGLAND

*Craig R. Thompson, Senools in Tudor England ^Washington, D. C*:
The Foiger Shaxespeare LiDrary, i9i8J,
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Another isethod p£ reading Instruction to appear in sixteenth cmn~

tury Mgland was short lived, tut was an interesting attempt to sake

, reading an enjoyable task. It was a method in which the letters of the

alphabet were made free* gingerbread* is soon as the child learned the

letter, he was pendtted to eat it* Since gingerbread was considered to

be a great delicacy (hiring that ti&e, the children thought that learning

their letters was a treat and were usually able to repeat the entire &1-
91

ph&bet from laessory in only about three weeks* Matthew I’rior in Canto

21 of his ilisa describee the nurse** use of his teaching device in teach-

Ing Master John to roads

X mention’d diff’refit feays of breeding,
Begin Vo in cur Children’s Reading*
to Master John the English Kaid
A Ham book gives of Oinger-fcreadt
And that the child nay learn the better,
ha ha am name, he cuts the better;
Proceeding time with fast Delight, Q9
He spells, and gnaws frets left to Sight.

According to Smith this method accomplished two isajor aspects of

reading instruction* It motivated the pupil to participate in the lesson

and mda the left to right progression acre tae&ningful.'*3 this aethod

was not universally practiced however, and did not endure for very long*

V1N11a Banton 3m£
Burdette and Company, 19

Reading Instruction (Sew lathi Silver

v^4-
V3Ibid.
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xv, m laj&y uamu of enclave

In the year 1620, the English were successful In establishing a

colony in Haasaehusett* and by so doing, expanded the xrontiera ol educa-

tion. The people who comprised this group of colonists were known as

Puritans, They were a religious people and were eery such concerned with

providing religious training for their children. They e to America

to secure religious freedom, and it was only natural that they wished to

perpetuate their faith by sseans of education. They wanted their chil-

dren to be able to read the Bible for themselves. According to Finney,

this emphasis placed on being able to read for one’s self was due to

their belief that "The Bible was the guide of life and the right to read
OJ.

and interpret it a test of religious liberty,**

The need for schools was already being realised and with this

thought dominating the tainb of the colonial leaders, a law ms drawn up

in the year 164? known as the Old Peluder Satan Act, It reads

It being one chief point of that old deiuder, Satan, to keep
ran from the knowledge of the Scriptures, as in former times, by
seeping them in an unknown tongue, so in these latter times, by
persuading from the use of tongues, that so at last the true sense
and meaning of the original sight be clouded by false glosses of
saint-eeeadLng deceivers, that learning right not be buried in the
grave of our fathers in church and commonwealth, the lord assist-

ing our endeavors, — it is therefore ordered that every tom-
ship in this Jurisdiction, after the Lord hath increased them to
the number of fifty householders, shall then forthwith appoint one
within their tom to teach ail such children as shall resort to
his to write and read,V>

^%os8 1, Finney,
aillan Company, 1921), p«

^%ila Banton Smith, loc, clt,. p, 13,

forki The Mac-
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The passage of the Old Deluder Satan Act was a great accomplish-

merit for the new nation* Xt reflected the people’s Interest in educa-

tion aid their imderstanding of Its value* Finney says* “It marked the

beginning of our American system of that free, secular, universal educa-

tion which we now understand to be so necessary to democracy***^1
After tie schools were established, knowing how to read became a

pre-requisite for admission to a school* It was during this time that

the “dame school** was introduced into the colonies* It was a school for

the very young children of pre-school age* It was usually conducted by

a woman in the nei^iborhood Who taught a reading lesson while she eon-

tinned to do her household chores* records show that these schools

existed as early as 16J2U^ the course of study included learning the

Lord’s Prayer, the Apostle’s Creed, acid the alphabet* The common text

was the hornbook, brought from England*^1' Finney describes the dame

schools of the sixteenth century as fallows*

An old maiden lady was employed occasionally a abort time to
teach children their letters and to spell out words* Her school
was kept one month In ay barn. She did what she could to teach
the young ideas how to shoot, but was quite incompetent* I
visited her school on one occasion and she hod a small class ad-
vanced to words of three syllables in the spelling book, and when
they cacao to the word “anecdote,** she called it “a-neck’~dote“
and defined it to be a “food eaten between seala*“

yjhsn 1 was three years old, I began to attend a child’s school
in the immediate neighborhood of cy father’s house* I recollect
distinctly holdiiig to ny sister’s apron as a protection against
the cattle in the road* I also remember that the blue paper
Governing had been torn % patient and faithful instructress* • *

HFinney, p* 5*

p. xo.

^%!y, op. clt*. p* 26?*
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taught mo to road before I could apeak plain} considerately aalng-
ling the teacher and the nurse, she kept a pillow and a bit of
carpet in the comer of the schoolroom where the little heade
throbbing irocs a premature struggle with the tall double letters
and ampersand, with Korah*a troops and £a#hti*e pride, were per-
Bitted, nay, encouraged to go to aleep.^

blimey, op* dt** p* 11*
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FIGURE 3

A DAMF. SCHOOL

The Macmillan Company, 1921),*Ross L. Finney, The American Public School (.New York:
p. 10.

Vx
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The earliest schools were poorly equipped, with all of the m»

teri&ls theological in nature.

end a great deal of improvement in teaching methods was needed.

ICO
Good teachers were difficult to find

101

teaching methods of that period were characterises by individual instruct-
102

la the individualion, drill and memorization, and severe discipline,

method, each pupil was taught as if he were being taught all alone.103

Feu* example, during a writing lesson, the master would pass frost desk

to desk, sharpen each pupil’s quill par., and then set a copy for him.

This method of teaching was very wasteful and it can be readily seen that

discipline problems and boredom would arise in a situation of this type*

104

The major aim of the school was to indoctrinate the pupils with

the church doctrines and to attempt to teach the skills of the three S*s.

The teacher told the children what to learn and emphasized memorizing the

assignments. This method of teaching was practically the only one in
1C5 The influence from these schoolsexistence until the early lSGG’s.

had a far reaching influence on the schools which were to follow send

many of the traditional methods that were practiced there are still prac-

tlced in schools today. Betts says that during this period of educational

*®*Wgar h. Knight, Education in the United States (Sew York* Ginn
and Company, 1V29), p. 99*

Finney, o?.» clt.« p. 16.

102bdgar W. Knight, Twenty Centuries of Education (hew York* Ginn
and Company, 1940), p. 99*

^Finney, op. cit». p. Id.

1UM£.» P* 16.

iC%night, op. cit.. p. 392.

101
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develowaent "instruction fell into a lock-step which Is still to be

broken

10TEe«ett Albert Betts,
York i American Book Company,

Foundations ol Ite&diru Instruction (hew
m&V, pi 15.
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FIGURE 4

OLD TIME METHOD OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

«Samiel Chester Parker, A Textbook in the History of l-'odern Kle-»
mentary Education (Dostoo* Ginn and' Company, 1912), p* 1C1«
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XVI, THB ABC wm&

All of the children were Introduced to the reeding process by the

alphabetical acthod, this was the only rsadirw; approach known at this
107

iisse* The child had to learn the ABC's by rote, forwards and backwards,

and had to be able to joint out any letter of the alphabet that sight be

asked his# After he had metered the alphabet, he

syllabaries, which were vowel am consonant combinations*

introduced to the

Hoole tie-

scribed the reading method in this way}

The cmmm. way to teach a child to spell ia, altar he knows
the letters of the Alphabet, to initiate him into those few
syllables, which consist of one vowel before a consonant, as,
be. hi. bo, bu, ate,, in the Bern Book, and thence to proceed with
hie little and little to the bottom of the book, hearing hint twice
c«r thrice
a new one*

till he can say his lesson and then putting him toBT
After the child had learned the alphabet and syllabaries, he began

reading in earnest* He had to r*snori*o selections such as the Psalms and

Thanksgiving anti Prayers from the Cceaaon Book of Prayer* At this time,

a such mare important

consideration than was the method of teaching reading* A great deal of

emphasis was placed m oral reading at this time since reading the scrip-

tures to groups of people comprised a great part of the social life of

see of uneducated people looked to those who could read

for the pleasure of hearing the Word of Gad read to theaa*

the subject tier of the reading instruction

that day* The
lib

*y%iia Banton Sadth, op* elt*, p* 34*

106Ibid.

Charles A, Hoole, Mew tiacor
School (Syracuse, flew Torki C* Vs, Bar

•^Sila Banter Sadth, loc* cit.

i of
'* P*
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XVII. THE MEW 33GUNL PWXKEfi

The New England mw. a book or about eighty pages, was the pri-

aary text book of Colonial America, and ms considered by fiby to be the
Ui

most interesting textbook ever published in America. It had its origin

in England and illustrated the religious character and purpose of colonial
112

It contained the alphabet, a page of easy syllables, and

live short word lists* The first list was eeopeeed ol words ol' one ayl-

table and the last list ms composed of words of live syllables* other

writings in the book wore the Alphabet of Lessons lor loath, consisting

education*

of scripture texts, the Lord’s Prayer, the Apostles* Creed, and the fen

CoMandmants*^ the illustrates alphabetical rhyme reflected the reiig-

ious influence of that period and was an adaptation ol the Carfcua Picloa

It began*
114

of Comaniue*

in Ada®*® Fall
Ke Sinned all*

and ended,

aacheus he
Lid climb the
His Lord to i3i»

It has been said that the Mew England Primer served to teach "aillicns

116
to read and not one to ain.™

^Kby, op* pit** p#

■^^night, Education in tna United States* p* 125*

^Himey, op* clt*. p. 14*

l££aJ£±i*

Finney, on* clt*, p* 13.
^^night, Education in the United States, p* 73*

U5
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XTIXI. JOHN LOCKE

Even though the colonies Hi the New World were trying to assume

an maepenuent attitude In administering their own schools, they were

unalstasvably influenced by contemporary educational leaders in European

schools* This is evidenced by the fact that during the

the schools ©I the New England colonies were getting established, John

Locke el England was introducing a new method of teaching reading*

Locke had been influenced by the writings of Montaigne, a Ererch essayist

and critic of education who had lived In the fourteenth century* Montaigne

himself did very little to improve teaching methods, but hie work was
117

carried on through the efforts of John Locke s&ore than a century later.
118

Locke, like Montaigne, believed in instruction by experience and action*

period that

He advocated teaeidng the alphabet as well as words by means of

dice which had letters pasted on them* The game began by seeing who could

throw certain letters, then certain words* He uade learning to read a
119

for the children because he believed that learning should be fun*

He advocated illustrated books for the children to read and the use of

entertaining stories as opposed to the religious reading material which was
120

so predominant in the schools of that period*

^Eby, op* elt*. p* 102*

U8lbid*. p* 106.

Uyjohn Gill, Systems of Education (Boston* B* C* Heath and Coo-
pany, 1889), p* 34*

i2%an*iel Chester Parker, A Textbook in the history of Modern
lltKaeniary Education (Hew fork* (linn aiKlCompany, 1912), p* 137*
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XIX* ST* JfcAH-BAFTISTE tie LA SALEX

Xn I6&4, St* Jsar»~Baptiste tie La balle, Canon or Rhein*, awakened

an interest in elementary education*'t2i he organised a school lor Brothers

of the Catholic faith who were planning to go out into the field to teach

Xn hie teaching methods he advocated grouping of students
122

the poor*

and the teaching of children as a class as opposed to the individual
123

method that was so popular in the schools of Europe and the colonies*

Parker gives the following description of a typical class being taught

the La Salle Methodiund<

Chile one reads, all the other children In the class follow
the weeds in their books* The laaster most watch very carefully
to see that all read to themselves, what one is reading aloud,
and from time to time he must call on sees of these, to read a few
words, that and make sure that they

theare

It has been said that the schools of the Christian Brethren

without doubt the moat effective elementary schools in existence before

the French Revolution of 1789 to have graded the children and to

have introduced class Instruction at this time was a remarkable achieve-

sent for La Salle* Even though he represented a religious sect, his con-

tributions to teaching and methodology make his an integral part of the

- *.- -a*

121
Seeley* ox.* cit*. p* 227*

i22Bby, oo* cit** p* 223*

I23lbiq.

■^Parker, op* cit*. p* ICC*

125lbid.
126

Cubberly, op* cft«* p* 348*
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XX. JE&K JACQUES K0USSMU

Another prominent educator in Europe who hm an influence an read-

ing instruction in the colonies was lean Jacques Rousseau. In the centuries

prior to his life, ell theories of education had been determined from. the

adult** standpoint. There was no jrention of what the child thought or

how he felt. Rousseau placed the emphasis on the child’s needs and activ-

ities and for the first tine put an end to the traditional conception of

a child as a ulniature adult. He showed that he was a creature of nature

127
that acts and grows in accordance with her laws. He believed that

children could reason and that premature memorising of words before they

were understood forced in the child’s ednd wrong connections and would

bring about bad habits which subsequent education would not be able to

rectify.128 Boyd points out that Rousseau did not encourage early read-

ing and did not believe in forcing a child to learn to read. He believed

that the teacher should create within the child the desire to read and

he would learn to read without having to have "gadgets” to help him achieve
1X9

hie goal. He believed that if this attitude was assumed, that any

method the teacher used would be effective.

m. tm smoNAUsTic fmca> (1776-1*40)

During the years from 1776 to 1840, there was a weakening In

12^fcby, or. cit., p. 335.

■^Darker, op. cit.. p. 197.

Bcgrd(ed,), iSsilo for Today (London* Villiaw IdMHin
Limited, 1956), p. 52.
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religious control over education and there was a net# emphasis being placed

on politics* this change in intellectual interest can be credited to the

combined effects of the break with Great Britain and the establishment

130 The irajor goal of the schools was to build a strong

nation and to make good citlaena who would be loyal to their nation, its
131

traditions, and institutions, and who would have high moral values*

The leaders of the New Nation knew that their country could proa-

per and thrive only if its people were educated* Thomas Jefferson re-

fleeted his beliefs in these words*

of a hew Nation*

It is an axiom in cy mind that our liberty can never be safe
but in the hands of the people themselves, and that, too, of the
people with a certain degree of instruction*
of the state to effect, and on a general plan*

Jefferson knew that if the people were going to have the rower to control

the government by their votes that they mat be able to read in order to
133

have some knowledge of the subjects they would have to vote cn»

Heading was expected to purge the American language of the varied

dialects that it had acquired from the colonists who had come from oif-

ferent parts of lurope* The first step toward unifying the country was
134

to teach the people to speak and understand a common language.

main purpose of reading during this formative period, was to unify the

This is the business

The

Banton Ss&th, op. pit*, p* 3&*

mlbid*. p. 3V*
^finney, op. cit*. f>. 3®*

*3%athlce» B* Hester, Teaching Every Child to Bead (Hew York*
Harper and Bow, 1^64), p* 4*
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mcolonists by developing a national consciousness and a notional language.

With this purpose in aaind, teasers began to ea pbasiae oral reading and

speaking of the English language.*^ A great deal of eraphaaie was placed
13?

on the rules ami exercises used in correct pronunciation and enunciation.

Increased attention was given to elocution as an art necessary in the life

of a people who were governed by a representative type of govermoent*

this type of garemaent called upon every son to apeak well, so that he

eight be recognised and respected. Tills new aaphaaie being placed upon

the oral aspect of the reading process was significant in influencing

reading methods, in that it brought about the teaching of the sounds of

the letters as well as the names of the letters*1^ Elocution stressed

proper accent, emphasis, and cadence. It brought out the fact that every

word in the English language of than one syllable has, at 1<

accented syllable. It stressed the rules of accent and the phonetic prxn-

eiples. It also stressed ryhtissical reading and expressive oral reading.^
Curing this period of national!cation, the new reading textbooks

reflected the nationalistic lavement. Books with titles such as 2&a

it, one

^^Lillian Gray, IdfiC
Frees Cocipany, 19&3)* p. 44*

136Hester, ioc. cit.
13?
hila Banter SsAth, op. cit.. p» 38*

138£b&d*. P. 69.
^hbid.. p. 70.

to Read (hew 'forks The Ticnald
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fpeaking. A History of the toarlean devolution* were of the typical
140

books to be wittan at thi* tine* About tho year 17V0, Noah Webster

published a book entitled the Institutes of the Krudlsh Langua&e, which

later became known as the wBlue-Sacked SseHer.*^** It was the saost

famous of all the spelling texts and ms not only used for teaching spell

ing, but also as a primer, reader, and ooral guide*"^
Back” was usually the first book a child received when he entered school

and was many times the only book he ever studied. As a result of this
143

book, "spelling bees" becaase popular and spelling itself because a fad*

The nationalistic trend had a profound influence not wily on the

content of the reading textbooks, but also on the methods used in teach-

ing reading* ixiring this period, the pupil ms initiated into the read-

ins process by spelling* Learning the alphabet was still considered to

be a pre-requisite to any other reading instruction* There were

The "Old Blue

new techniques introduced at this time, taut they did not replace the
IjLA

memorisation of the alphabet*

Kinney says that the children of this period were taught to read

called up

to the teacher one lay one* The teacher held the book on his knee, upside

"in the good old-i’aahicased way* The little children

U4lbld** p. 37*

nxmay, op* clt*. p* 50.

U2Knight,

^•Nila Banten Ssdth, op* clt*. p* 69*

^nmey, op., clt*, p. 51.

141

,tion in the United States* p* 424*IviSrr
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dam., 60 that it would be right sid* up to the child* first, he pointed

out the letters to the child, nasstitg each of then, for his* After having

nailed the letters, he would choose a letter at random and ask the pupil

to name it* If the pupil guessed right, they proceeded to another, hut

if he udaaeci the letter, he was drilled on it again* It usually took

about three weeks tor a child to learn the alphabet in this maimer* After

he had learned the letters, he was taught to spell ami to recogrd.se short

sentences* this method continued in use until almost the close of the

14619th Century and is used in some backward places even today*

sxii* 4mm hexnrich miAiom (1746-1327)

During this nationalistic period of American history, the of

dehaim Heinrich Peet&lossi cake to be known in America* Pestalosst was

land in the years 1746-1827*an educational reformer who lived in 3%dt:

His principles and methods of object teaching became known in the United

States by means of his former pupils and by associates of his who visited

the United States and lectured about his work* Among these discipl

ke3taloaai»s were Will1m C* Woodbridge and Horace Maim of hew England

of

147
and Edward A* Sheldon of the Oswego Norml School of New fork*

In his educational report to the legislature of North Carolina in

1017, Archibald B* : urphey called attention to lestaloasd’a work, and

heartily endorsed his work and methods as being very effective and worthy
14b

Murphey thought that Pestalosai's methods had beenof consideration*

I4^lbid,

^Knight, Twenty Eenturies of attecetAop* p* 360*
^Ibid*
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the Esost successful "in the application of new methods to the instruction

of eididren." He brought out the fact that his methods were different,
149

and they excited the curiosity of the children*

Peatalosal advocated a typo of phonic method of teaching reading
150

to replace the alphabet-syllable procedure.

ceedingly mechanical however, and did not encourage creativity in the

child* It teas a word-building method, which began with a single letter

and by prefixing or adding other letters, formed a series of words (&,

an, and, land)* This method was purely phonic and did net require words

as the result of the successive buildings (g, ge, geb, gefea, gehad,

gebade, gebadet*)^
completely effective, it was progress toward developing a more effective

system of phonetics*

the type he used was ex-

Even though this method of teaching reading was not

xmi. tm hASCAsm&XAh rim

For a long period of time after the close of the Revolutionary

not popular in the United States*Mar, the church of England*e ideas

4s a result of this feeling, the Lanc&sterian Plan of teaching was brought
152

to this country and popularised* The man who started this system of

^IbW.
150fcathl< B* Heater, op* cit*. p* 5*

15iTaylor, cg>,_cit., p. 117*

■^^Cubberly, op* cit*. p* 662*
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teaching was Joseph Lancaster, a Quaker schoolmaster*

his eyst

He established

in a poor London district in order to lower the cost oX* educe-

ting the .sees oi poor children living there and to increase their ©cues-

tional opportunity* In hie system, he used the older students as assist-
itt

ants, or aonitors*

sorted into rows with a monitor assigned to each

row* The teacher first taught the monitor* a lesson frees a printed card

and then each conitor took his row to a "station” by the wail ami pro-
155

seeded to teach the other cldldren what he had just learned*

class of children were taught to write the printed alphabet and to naase

the letters when they taw thee* One day a student would trace the fora

of a letter and the next day he would be required to tell the name of the

shown it* this method gave the student

associating the two processes in his &dnd which helped him to

what the letter was* In the same earner he learned syllables and words;

writing them one day and reading th<

learned to read, they would go to the schoolmaster one by one and read

for him* While the schoolmaster was occupied with the individual students,

the monitors led the rest of the class in their writing and spelling ex-

ercisea* He would call out a word to (he class which the students wrote

The pupils

The first

letter when he

the mxt# After the students had

time* Thisdown on their slates* All of the class was busy at the

lgIbld.. p. 624.
•^James Kulbern,

frees Company, 1959), p*
(Sew fork) The Hcstalc

i^cubherly, cp* cit*. p* 628*
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system was an economical one as r«r as books concerned, since a smi-

cub! ©1 booms was required in its adsi.nlstratian• Twenty or thirty stu-

dents would stand in & aeed-circle around a card suspendeci on a nail on

which the letters of the alphabet were printed in very large letters*
156

The boys practiced naming the letters with the monitor observing the group.

The alphabet was grouped into a series of lessons, with the slap-

lest letters preceding the others. When the alphabet was learned in its

entirety, all possible combinations of two letters, a vowel and a cans©-

n&nt, formed another series.*^ bach lesson was prepared on the 1mlvi-

dual method. It was first written, then spelled from the book, and then

spelled with the boo* closed. Alter this initial step had been completed,

the children assembled in class. There the lessen was read, first word

by word in turn, then by sentences or lines. The students then were re-

quired to close the books and the leason had to be spelled in its entirety,

alter which it was written on slates. One proponent of this method of

teaching said.

Children so taught will not be able to learn by rote and hence-
with little trouble, to read any book putforth they will be able,

into their hands. ^

In the United States where there also existed the probl of educe-

of people, Biany of ahem were very poor, the monitorial

plan became rapidly popular. According to hulhem, it was first introduced

ting great

156
Iliwood K Cabberly, headings in the History of Education (hew

Torkt Houghton Kiftlin Ccnpeny, lyaoj,' p. 50*
1570ill, op. clt.« p. 172.

^5Hxbida# P* 173.
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by the Free School Society of fcew York City in the year 1606* During

the first quarter of the nineteenth century it served as a pattern for
160

the schools in tie* York and Pennsylvania*

appeared as far north as few England, as far south aa Georgia, and as far

Other schools of this type

161
west aa Detroit*

In the year 1332, Joseph Caldwell, president of the University of

north Carolina, in his Letters on Popular Education called attention to

tills cethoc of teaching and advocated a similar syst

Cubberly states that in the same year, a formal proposal was made to the

North Carolina Legislature for the adoption of this system, but it failed

102
for North Carolina*

163to pass*

The system proved to be weak in may ways, particularly since it

depended too such on rote and mechanical response# The people began

to clartor for trained teachers for their children and were not satisfied

having the© taught by the monitors Tills systi was soon discarded.

of its methods did influence the schools and methods of touch-but

lag in the years to come* Betts states that even though the Laneasterlan

system had many advantages, it "represented me of the highest forms of

mechanical regimentation, against which leaders in education are still

lighting

■^K.ulherR, op, cat., p# 399*
160

Parker, op* cit*. p« 103*
^liarold Mgg, American Life and the School Curriculum (New York*

Ginn and Company, 1936), p* 111*
162Rt!ight, Twenty Centuries of Education, p* 360.
^Cubberly, The History of Education, p* 663*
164(5111, op* cit*, p* 166*
^^tuilhem, loc* cit*
l^Betts, loc* cit*
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Up until the year 1850* the prissary laethed ci teaching reading wa»

by ft •word calling* process,* The aeohaaic* ox reeding were e»$basload

&t the expanse el rending for understanding* Alter 1850* there

devotion to the interpretation el the reeding notorial for it* searilng
l£?

In the South, In the

enteetellne period* reading ooeapled & taajer part of the curriculum*

The schools* eatltion was to Assist young people to reed correctly etui

effectively, to improve their language, and to teach then the most

portant principle* el virtue*1^*
The beginning seeding tootle w« printed with picture** With

each picture there was connected several nerd* vtsieh rhysani with the

mm oi the object represented in the picture* The advantage of thl«

method ft* stated fay the educator* of that tin*

sore

and !«•« emphasis on the seehaniea of reading*

"in learning to spell*

the sound* of the letter* and the force of the words as the chief object

of recollection**1*^ Here again* phonies was beginning to infiltrate

the reading methods*

3^7»nfyr pp# eft*. p* 141*

ar W* the foutfe. (Hew Tont*j

Ginn and Ccwgany, 1$22}* p* r4*

^Xbld*
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R£ADISO IRbTRUCHOW X8 THE KlGHISBiI F€MUaS IS HCmm JM THIS tliCUTlS-
piece m% gcb8«s juymu; emsek. m. i (mi)*

*Hlla Bmtm SMtia, 4a»arioan He-xdim: Inairttetlon. (Um larks Silver
Harriett and Company, I9%), p* 55*
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XXI*. KILL!AH H. KCGUFntX

It was during this pre-Civtl War period that William H. KeOuffey

produced the first real graded series cl’ readers i'or the el
170

tary grades•

The old moralistic readings were still In evidence, but the patriotic

writing of the previous period had almost disappeared. HoCuffey's readers
171

streesed the social virtues, condemlng lntsnperaaee and immorality.

HeCuffey departed swasMhat from the religious and adult content that pre-

viou» moralistic authors had in their boohs. He selected more appropriate

material for the children and wrote about realistic situations in the child's

172
background.

In his books, MeGuffsy still used the alphabet method as his in-

He saw the need lor repetition of sounds on the pri-

mary level and used exercises of this type to drill the youngstert

troductory method.

Is it an ox?
It is an ox.

II is my ox.i^
This method of drill proved to be an undesirable means of teaching by re-

petition since the response merely echoed the previous stat it and also,

it lacked the narrative element that children enjoy so such. Today's

^^Hila Bamton Smith, op. cit., p» 10$.

•^Richard David Hosier, Hiking, the American Kind (Columbia Univer-
sity, Hew Torki King's Cram fress* 1V4?), p# 12b*

^Lillian Qray and Dora Beeae, Teaching Children to head (hew
Xorfct The Ronald Press Company, 1V57)» p. y®-39*

^Xbid.
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readers have stories with humor that hide the fact that they are ever, con-
174

earned with phonetic drill. Even though these readers have been ori-

ticieed, they were a definite is^rovac’.ent over the previous textbook© and

they helped pave the way xor today* a basal reading texts.

XIV. HORACE KAW AND THE GREAT EDUCATIONAL AWAKENING (1835-1861)

The period in American History between the years 1835 and 1861 has
175

teen called the period of the Great Educational Awakening,

period in which there was great territorial expansion and industrial

development. It was a period In which the people of the United States

It was a

aspired to oreat heights of human achievement. The growth ox democracy
1%

called for an Improvement in education. In considering the most in-

Xluefitial person of this period of history, Finney sees the whole Educe-

tional Awakening epitomised in the life and war* of one person, Horace

bairn.177

Horace Mann, a leader among the educational reformers in the

United States, made a noble attempt to change some of the archaic prac-

tices and methods used in the public schools of his day. Bis ineight into

the teaching of reading and spelling were remarkable for the period in
i78

Be saw the need for motivating a child to give himwhich he lived.

17w
1 ^finney, or. cjt.. p* 115.

17<Wq.
I77Ibld.. p. 116.
17%a*renee A. Crmin, The Republic ami the school (Columbia Uni-

versity, New fork* Bureau of FUbHcatione, teachers' College, 1957), p. 9.
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the incentive to waist to re&u. He thought that the child should learn

hie cailieat words as wholes, end not by beginning with the alphabet or

syllables as had been custocuyry in the past* Me contended that a Know*

170
ledge oi‘ phonics was aaftds&ery all through the teaching of language. "

He ecodeoMd nsaningless oral reading a* na barren action of the

organa of speech upon the atasosphere.**^^' At this tiiss it was the pr&c-

tice every day to have children stand and read orally a page or a para-

graph from ids book. Horace Maras sold that this procedure Reflected co&-

prehension of the reading saterial. He suggested that teacher#,** put

questions to the children, directing thee to read silently until they had

located the answer.***®1 After following this procedure, the child should

then stand and read only the pertinent part of the selection. K believed

that questions directed toward content caused the children to think as

they read. The current procedure of motivated oral reading preceded by

directed silent reusing can be traced back directly to Horace Hams*#
182

pbiiosop4iy of reading instruction.

XXVI. THE PRUSSIAN 2HFIJUESCE

Horace Ham visited the schools of Prussia and advocated that stsny

of their methods be incorporated into the American schools. In 1*0*3# in

his Seventh Annual Heport to the Board of Question of Massachusetts, he

179
1M£., P*

iaoGray, op. sit., p* 4S.

iellbid.

162lbid.
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exemplifies some of the Prussian practices in regard to reading, by ae-

scribing a reading lesson which he observed in a typical Prussian school*

the teacher first drew a house upon the blackboard) and here
the value ol the art of drawing, - a power universally possessed
by Prussian teachers, - haswe manifest. By the side of the draw-
itig and under it, he wrote the word house in the German script hand,
and printed it in ths German letter, kith & long pointing rod,
- the end being painted white to make it more visible, - he ran
over the fora of the letters in the air* In all our good schools,
children are first taught to imitate the forms of letters on the
slate before they write them on paper) hare tuoy were first Imitated
on the air, then on slates, and subsequently, in older classes, on
paper.

The next process was to. copy the word house, both in script
and in print, on their slates. Then followed the formation of the
sounds of the letter of which the word was composed, and the pell-
ing of the ward. Here the nausea of the letters were not given as
with us, but only their powers, or the sounds which those letters
have In combination. The letter h was first selected and set up
in the reading-frame, and the children, instead of articulating
our alphabetic h (aitch), merely gave a hard breathing, - such a
sound as the letter really has is the word house. Then the diph-
thong au (the German word for house is spelled hams) was taken and
sounded by itself in the same way. Then the blocks containing h

were brought together and the two sounds were combined,
the letter » was first sounded by itself, then added to

and ftLast
the others, and than the whole word was spoken.

Sometimes the last letter in a word was first taken and sounded,
- after that the penultimate, - and so on until the word was eo&-
pleted. The responses of the children were sometimes individual
and sometimes simultaneous, according to the signal given by the
master.

In every such school, also, there are printed sheets of cards
containing the letters, diphthongs, and whole words* The children
are taught to sound a diphthong, and then asked in what words that
sound occurs. Cft some of these cards there are words enough to
sake several short sentences, and when the pupils are a little ad-
vaneed, the teteeher points to several isolated words in succession,
which when taken together make a familiar sentence, and thus he
gives them an agreeable surprise, and a pleasant initiation into
reading.*6-*

M$Klla Barton Smith, op. eft*, p. 77.
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In order to sake hie points core impressive to the group that he

was addressing, Mann gave the following description of a typical American

reading lesson of the safe® period!

Compare the above method with that of calling up a class of
abecedarians, - or what is core cobseor, a single child, - and while
the teacher holds a book or card before him, with a pointer in hie
hand, says, <$, and he echoes aj then b, and he echoes b| and so on
until the vertical row of lifeless and ill-favored characters is
e—plated, and then of remanding his to his
look at vacancy* If the child is brt$it, the time which passes
during the lesson is the only part of the day in which he does not
think* hot a single faculty of the E&nd is exercised expecting
that of imitating soundsf and even the number of these imitations
is limited to twenty-six* A parrot or an idiot could do the same
thing
twenty-six letters are mastered, though the ama child would learn
the Races of twenty-six playmates or twenty-six playthings in one
or two days«i8**
the Prussian Influence was definitely felt in the United States'*

t, to sit still and

As a general rule, six sentha are spent before the• • *

schools, and the years following 1640, the schools began to reflect these

influences*^’ As an outgrowth of dissatisfaction with the reading meth¬

ods used in the schools, new books began to ajjpear at this time* the read-

iftg content covered a wide range of imorsAtional subjects and the methods
tea

of teaching underwent a radical change*

With the increased emphasis being placed upon words and phonetics,

the ayll&barlum disappeared as a means of inducting children into reading*

There was more attention placed upon the principle of "proceeding frees the

simple to the complex** There s more attention given to asking quostons

on the content of the reading material, and attention was given to the

X^Ibid*. p. 78.

Inlaid** p, S2*

i^Hester, or* cit*» p# 4*
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definitions of words. Fewer words wore introduced in the early pages of

the primers end there was a great deal sore repetition of words to lacil-

itate learning*1®^
Gray states that even though 2era's Word Method of teaching reading

represented a great improvement over the alphabet method, it encouraged

the children to font, the habit of reading word ty word and did not give
106

th< independence in recognising new words*

mu. josiah wmnm

A contemporary of Horace harm, Josiah iutisteud, also assisted, in

the protest against the ABC method* in the year 1&40, he published a

book called hy Little Primer* which was the first reader to be based on

the word method* He thought it better to begin the reader with familiar

sy words instead of rows of meaning! letters* After the childand

had learned a aisabie list of words, he began the study of spelling and

phonetics* Baastead advocated silent reading of an exercise previous

to the class discussion* luring the period of silent reading the child

was to look up words in the dictionary that he did not know and learn

their definitions**®^ Bu*st«ad*e books radically changed the subject

matter us well* Even though he still had selections dealing with saoral-

istic subjects, he devoted a great part of hie third reader to subjects

i87feila suntan Smith, on* cat*. p« $$*

ifiUJ&l** p* A7.
lfe^Ibid*. p. 90.
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concerning xassily relationships, experiences ol child life, and selections
190

about nature. This ciant.e in the subject natter was a great step to-

word the development ol the readers oi today in which a child can identity

himseii with the situations he xlnds in the stories.

In the 18450*s, emphasis was placed on reading eenprehsntlaci* Under-

about became one ol the major objectives in

reading instruction. It was at this time that reading b

standing what a story

a cultural

asset* inuring this period* the who!e-eenience-ana-story mett»od svolved
191

Trees the word method* teachers theorised that 11 a word accompanied

by a picture caused children to learn to read more quickly and core mean-

ingluUy* tlam the presentation el a whole sentence at a tine would fee

that moh more eiioctive* A study by Cattail in 1886 brought out the
i92

At this time* elaborate

phonetic methods were introduced. There was a great deal oi strees placed

upon learning all the sounds that an individual leit

rule that governed each sound* Alphabet and spelling

carded at this time and more emphasis was placed on a child*s interest
19U

in reading and his appreciation ol reading*

value ol learning to read by this method*

could have and the

e die-ithods

ami. THE WESTISTK C^TUHI

hgr the beginning ol the Twentieth Century* the old alphabetic method

190
Ibid** p# 93*

Chester, on* dt*. p. 5*

l92Ifcid.
193Xtld*
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of teaching reading was used mieh less frequently, and the word and sent-

enc© method© bait cone into general practice* Educators had begun to

interested in words and sentences, rather than

meaningless, isolated letters, they realised also that the child grad-

daily caia© to understand that the letters were symbols of sounds, Just

as the printed words were symbols of things. They felt that when a child

had reached this stage of maturity and understanding, that he

for phonic drill.

It was suggested by son© people, that “the sounds, the sound syro-

hols, the analysis of sounds into words, should be taught as soon as

possible. We wish to put into the hands of the children as soon as po#~

sible that key to our language, phonics***i^
During this period there was less attention paid to oral reading

and mere emphasis placed on silent reading. It was thought that silent

realise that children

reads’
1%

reading helped the child get the meaning isore rapidly than did the oral

reading. Teachers emphasised rapid sight reading ami extended reading
^

Generally speaking, the alphabet--syllabi®
197

thod gave way to the word-sentence method of teaching reading.

In the years immediately following World War I, reading for still-

tarian purposes predominated In the schools. Eeghasis was placedon the

in a variety of' areas.

^%lasjr» op. cit». p. 226*

•^Eugene B. Shsmut and A. A. feed, Essentials of fi—tthlna
The University Publishing Company, 190V># p * S4.

Reading-
(Chicago*

■^Henry E* Sanford, "Suggestions on Teaching Reading,** Journal
of Education. UVXI (April Z3, im), p. 459.

spinney, on. eft., p. 267.
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studentfa skill in rapid comprehensive silent, reading* This skill would

permit the student to read the great sees of smt-srials that he was ex-

19S
pected to read In school* and to understand their content as well*

A testing movement had begun and standardised testa and scales

were devised* It tens very difficult to devise a test for reading* due

to the fact that the oral reading procedure me the only one In general

use at that tine* and the subject of reading was difficult to analyse

its which seeded significant enough for testing**^ Testing

methods were finally developed which would determine possible weaknesses

into el<

he sight have* Testing programs showed that even though pupils could

pronounce difficult words through their use of the elaborate phonic sya-

in use at that time, their coeprehensioo of the reading material

was very poor* These findings caused a strong reaction against oral

t

reading and the use of phonics* ami there began to be almost exclusive

emphasis upon silent reading*200 The test results also indicated that

teaching methods needed to be varied to meet the needs of .individual
201

children*

In the year 1925# reading was stres sed for several reasons* The

objectives of reading were broadened to include the development of hafcita

and attitudes* and to extend the experiences of pupils through reading

activities* It was during this time that the prepriaers became popular*

«W Bunion Smith, op* cit*. p* 185*

19Vlbid.» p. 156.

‘^^ester, op* cit*, p. 5*
Ai
Ibid*, p* 275*
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as will as the use of a large variety of supplementary material. Beading

was no longer taught aa an individual subject, but was integrated with

other subjects in the curriculum. Educators realised at this tine that

they Right have tended to overemphasis* silent reading in the past de-

cade. Oral reading was needed in the classroom and teachers began to bring

it back. As a result, phonics began to be presented again, but was done
202

so very cautiously.

hy the lV3t*a, a new method appeared known as the experience

method.^3 xn this method of teaching, reading instruction was taught

for the primary purpose of preparing a child for well-rounded living with
204

The teachers had become sore concerned with the child* shie fellow man.

natural development. They began to teach reading aa an integral part of

everything else that the child studied in school, and capitalised on his

interests in deciding what type of material they would use. They began

to be less rigid in their method of teaching and let their method and
205

materials vary according to the particular group they were working with.

ttary readers and other books which corns-They made use of many suppl

aponded with the children*» interests. At this time, the elaborate phonetic

syst' of the past were discarded and the new functional phonics program

206
was impl ted in some of the schools.

^Ititi.. p. 6.

2t'%ila hanton Smith, op. clt.» p. 229*

^Ibid..
^Ibld.. p. 22V.

■^Hester, ot» cit., p. 7.

p. 185.
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In 1V61, bbelden published what he considered to be the eclectic

approach in choosing the method of teaching reading in the present aay

schools* He considered the beet organisational procedure for teaching

reading in the elementary school as the one which combined the sequence

and continuity of a good basal reading aeries, used is flexible groupings*

He advocated a perceptive teacher who could encourage a rich, diversified

program of independent reading among h students* He suggested a good

reading method of word-attack in which a knowledge of phonetic and struc¬

t-urai analysis skills were presented in meaningful context, the skills

of which would ultimately lead the child to independence in his ability

to use the words he learned in reading and speaking* Sheldon* s last re-

quisite for a good reading program in may school which underlies all the

the qualified teacher who thoroughly understood

the process of reading and who was constantly aware of and in touch with

In mi,

Dr* W* V* Charters gave this expression of his ideas regarding the role

ether requirements,

200
current research that supported knowledge of that process*

of reading in the modern school:

heading is a MB*e most potent skill* Without reading bis
world is circumscribed by his neighbors* all lie 1earns ie what
he picks up in conversations, information garbled in its truss-
mission, delayed by the slow seepage of news through word of mouth*
He is provincial by geography and ignorant by Isolation* His
Knowledge of what is happening in the great and complicated world
le confined to what he can learn irom the radio, if he has time
to listen to it, or to sound newsreels if he can afford to see
them* The world of newspapers, books, magssines, and bulletins
ie closed against him by the massive walls of ignorance*

^William f* Sheldon, Influences Upon Reading Instruction in the
United States (Syracuse, Hew TorkiSyracuMi University Frees, 1961),
P* 5V*
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leading la the keyatone of the arch of intelligence that the
schools have h&m established to construct* place the mastery of
reading on one plan of the balance, and all the other subjects of
the curriculum on the other, ami the others will hit the beam* A
man can pick up enough arithmetic for ordinary purposes outside
of school* He learns to talk before he enters school* The pattern
of hia character is set In his home* It does not matter greatly
if he Cannot write* His knowledge of history, literature, and
politics he can pick up for himself if he knows how to read* Strip
the curriculum to its bare essentials and three I* s do not remain*
There is only one supreme.essential a * the ability to read with
speed and comprehension •2UB
Xn the more progressive schools of today, reading is taught as an

art of thinkings a process of cultural self-evaluation. Teachers do not

want students to answer their questions wit h a memorised answer which re-

quires little or no thought on the part of the student* Critical think-

ing is encouraged and students are urged to accept nothing without proof

of its validity* In the world in which today* a schoola operate, it is

imperative that the boys and girls learn to distinguish fact from fiction;

truth frm. propaganda* They are barraged every day via television, books,

movies, and radio, with propaganda of every description, which is aimed

directly at their impressionable minds* If they are to withstand this

attack upon themselves and their country, they must be capable of respond-

ing to various situations with definite thoughts and understandings that

originate within themselves*^
.solotran once said, "There is nothing new under the sun** This state-

sent is very significant in regard to the development of reading and read-

ing instruction as it has undergone its metamorphosis through the centuries.

^Betis, op* eit*. p* 69.

^William B* hagan
t-ryden Press, Inc*, 1956),

lorkt The
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All of the methods of teaching reading that are used in the schools of

today are traceable to cultures and peoples long past* Kan has progresses

a long way from the crude pietogruas he inscribed on the vails of his cave

to the controlled reader*s image he has projected on the vails of his class-

room, but because of ©an*a unending search for knowledge and for never

and better ways of accomplishing hie aims, he will not be satisfied with

a "status quo" in the real* of education# If he is to understand what is

currently happening in the field of education and to evaluate its effee-

tiveness, he must look in retro sped at what has gone before, for only

through modification and improvement of previous methods can a truly

effective method of teaching be devised for the future# It has been said,

"You can go forward only when you have looked back to see where you’ve

teen#”
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As the development of reading instruction has been traced through-

cut the .ages, many aspects or the traditional approach to teaching have

been in evidence* Sera® of the archaic Kathode practiced in early Greece

still retain in the schools of today* Betts states that only a few years

ago superstitions were rampant in the United States with people being
1

turned at the state for supposedly practicing udthcraft* These ideas

seem very far removed Xros the minds of the citlsens of the United States

of today, but many superstitions still exist among the people* There are

many parents and teachers who believe that basal reading texts, phonics,

and a systematic method of Instruction are relies* People with ideas

such as these rake educators wonder just how Xar education has really

progressed*

The traditional classrooms of the past differed very slightly from

the traditional classrooms of today* They were usually poorly ventilated

and poorly illuminated* These classrooms had bolted down desks, allowing
for little or no change in seating arrangements* This situation brought

immediately to mind an image of strict regimentation* This regimentation

described not only the physical atmosphere of the classroom but also the

^Saesett Albert Betts, foundations of Beading Instruction (Rew fork*
The American Book Company, 1946), p* 15*
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instructional atmosphere that prevailed there*

Reading was taught as a separate subject involving no correlation
* 2

with the other subject* of the curriculum*

a* to involve a break-up of the other language arts areas as well* so that

reading* writing* spelling, and speaking were all taught as separate sub-

jects* In the prisory grades* learning to read wee emphasised* Heading

instruction was based on the idea that if a child participated in enough

drill In reading that he would automatically learn to read when he reached

This practice went so for

the upper grades* By emphasising so such reading instruction in the pri-

asary grades* it minimised the need for reading instruction in the inter-

mediate grades and systematic reading instruction was terminated at the
3

third grade level or at least by the sixth grade level*

that this emphasis on drill has caused reading to be one of the rsost die-

liked subjects in the elewsntary school*4

Betts concludes

Setts describes the typical traditional classroom in the following

way i

Instruction was provided on the assumption that every cilia
curriculum ladder* Objectives were set up

of grade levels* Each grade level represented one rung
in the ekurrleulum ladder* The goal of the teacher was to get the
class ready for the next rung of the ladder* Some children had
to stark! on a rung with the rest of the class and go through
"educational* setting-up exerci

was to climb the
in t<

in spite of advanced achieve-
• Those who could not reach the next rung wore kept on the

sane one by a device called nonprosaotior. Others who could just
boosted on the device called "passed on

mmt

reach an upper rung

*im.. p. S3.

^Xbid., p* 24.

4Ibld*. p* 26.
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condition** Quite often, the teacher and the upper 40$ ox the
dees were the only ones *to cover the course of study•*'’
In classrooms today there are many eases of children that are six

years old who are not ready for the work that is forced upon thi

are seated in the long rows of decks with very poor overhead lighting

and are expected to perform the difficult task of reading, which in it-

self requires, a high level of eye coordination, sustained attention to

details of abstract symbols, and an interpretation of the written language*

heedless to say, a tense situation exists in a cl&sarooo of this type and

la not conducive to the child’s motional development* As John Mansfield
6

once said, "Things not touched with Joy drop dead out of memory.

To counteract the traditional classroom with its strict regiments-

tlcn, a movement for a more progressive situation was launched* Accord-

lag to Joseph Mainer the moot important single force in the progressive
7

education movement was John Dewey* Dewey

troversial figure in the field of education* Many people have ssLsunder-

stood Dewey’s philosophy because many of them have misinterpreted.it•

Where the traditionalist had said, "Education is preparation toe life,*

Dewey said, "Education is life itself**' Dewey felt that education

equipped & child to live his life now and that it did not necessarily

prepare him for some arbitrary date in the future* He believed that a

They

and still is a very con-

^Ihid*. p* 24.

p. 23*
' John Dewey, education Today (8 lark* a* P* Putnam’s Sons, 1940),

p* vii*
8
ibid*, p* ix*
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child was not innately bad or good, but that he ms a product of a social

environment in iMd) he lived* The experiences he encountered in school
9

end at bct&e detemlnod hie development*

Cewey ms cisunderstood end criticised by many people# end evert

though he did not accomplish a greet deal toward aciaeving his goal dur-

iruj his lifetime# he mss able to sow the seeds of his philosophy in the

ainds of men# and today there is evidence of his philosophy in many of the

schools*

In the progressive school there is an enriched program of music#

art# science# language activities# and dramatisations for the five and
10

six year olds* Attention is given to pupil growth in each major phase

of reading achievement* There is a greater flexibility in reading habits

and a greater deal of esaphasi® placed on vocabulary and the adaptation

of reading skills in other subject areas*

sent <*nd inviting# thereby helping to establish permanent interesta in

reading and cultivating tastes and appreciations for good books* The

literary content of modem textbooks reflect this movement*

In the more progressive schools the reading program ie diversified

and well-balanced* It is based on the idea that reading is not a subject#

but a process* Reading is thought of as a social tool to be used by the

11

Beading experiences are plea-

12

^Ibid*» p* x*

10Betts, loo* cit*, p# 83*

■^Faul Witty# heading in Modem Education (Boston* D* C* Heath and
Company, 1949)# p* 11*

^jbjLd** p* 4*
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child lor living; to a democratic society and it emphasises critical inter-
23

pretation* The child is motivated in such a my that he desires to ae-

quire the skills and abilities that he needs to live in hie environment*

The reading program as evidenced In the schools of today has taken

a long time to evolve* It has been a slow and gradual process, hut these

changes have brought about improved reading methods and materials of in-

s traction* Witty concludes that the principles haw not been put into

practice as soon as they might have been because many teachers have lolled
14

In older to overdose the tra-to stress reading as a meaningiul skill*

dition&l ciaaarocK. organisation the teacher must re-orgarnias her basic
15

She must re-appralae her philosophy

of education and decide which is more important, the child or the subject*

concepts and thinking processes*

23
Betts, joe* eit.*, p* $*8*

14
Witty, loo* cit*» p* 15*

15 Ibid., p. 35.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OP THE SORVBT

Alter studying the records of 323 fifth grade children in the

Greenville City Schools, Greenville, Korth Carolina, taking into considers-

tion several criteria, which included $ average I*Q. range of VO-110, aodo-

economic background, and whether they had attended the ease school for five

consecutive years, ten pairs of children were selected upon which this study

has been based*

The achievement teat scores recorded at the end of the fourth grade

were compared with the scores recorded at the end of the fifth grade* The

test employed in this study was the Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate

Battery* At the end of the fourth grade, Fore L of this test was aidedni-

stered* The areas measured in these tests worst (1) paragraph meaning,

(2) word meaning, (3) spelling, (4) language* (5) arithmetic reasoning,

(6) arithmetic computation, (7) social studies, (8) science, and (9) study

skills*



TABLE 1

ACK2M1KKT TEST SCORES OF TEST? CITES AT THE ME OF THi: FOBfiTH ORALS

THAI ITIQIUL GEOIF

Aver-
10 *£S1l 2 1 & 7 9A e

6aParagraph Keaning 4*3 6.2 5.244.8 6.5 4.840 5a5.5 4a

Vcrd Msajning 5.5 5.3 50 5.7 5.024^ 4*8 4.5 5.9 4.74.1

4^Spelling 5.64.7 5.9 5.04a 5.5 4.9 4.3 4a 4.95

4a 6.2 5a 5.16TmjWAgT

Arlthnetie {lessening 4a

Arlthastic Coapiitation 4.3

4a 5.6 5.1 4.5 sa 6.1 5a

6.6 6.65.3 305a 5a 4.7 4.9 4.985.1

4.6 4a3.7 4.6 3.95a 3a 5.0 4.415.0

4aSocial Studies 5a 4.8 6.3 5.1 5.7 sa 5015.4 5a 4.5
f

Science 5.63.5 60 5.675.2 7.1 7a4.0 5.2 7.9 4.5

Study Skills 6.9 6.2 6.5 6.25.74a 5.414a 4a5.5 4a

Class R«rm 4.74.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7

5*



TABLE II

ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCOWS OF TESTS GIVES AT THE ESD OF THE FOCKTH GKADi.

xxrazMSHL camp

Arer-
9 10 ageX 61a 3 4 7 1

Paragraph leaning 4*3 6*25.1 4*9 5.325.5 5*0 5.9 5.7 5.74.9

Word Meaning 50 6,05.2 5.7 5*1 50 4»54.4 50 50 509

Spelling 6*4 6*95.9 3.64.7 50 5.5 5.4 4.5 5075.5

6*4Language 4.0 6.8 5.694.6 7.0 704.4 4.5 50 6.B

Arithmetic Reasoning 4.5

Arithmetic Computation 4.5

4.8 4.693.8 50 40 4.750 40504.y

3.9 5.0 40 5.04.9 4.5 3.74.2 4.2 4.42

r.oeiel Studies 5.4 40 50 5.850 4.7 5.V 4.5 5.0 5.084.9

6.5Sdonee 6.55.C 5.2 30 4.S 4.6 50 5.114.8 40

4.7 4.6yStudy Skill* 50 3.6 50 4.740 50 4.0 4.9 4.9

Class Kora 4.7 4.7 4.74.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7

3



?Aax III

UFFEHESCES ZB AUMGSS OF FOURTH GRAFF, TEST SCORES

AVERAGE

Traditional kxserlaaptal FllXereace

Paragraph Koaning 5*325.24 .OB

V card cleaning

Spelling

iwfm»

Arithmetic Reasoning

5.02 5.19 .17

4.95 507 .42

5.16 5.69 .53

4.694.98 .29

Arithaetic Cos^mCation 4.41 .014*42

Social Studies 5.31 .235.06

cienco 5.67 .56501

Study Skills .725.41 4.69

C3



TABLE IV

ACHZEVEKEK? TEST SCCKES OF TESTS GT/EE At THE El® OF THE FIFTH Ali

TEADITICBAL GROUP

Aver-
9 IQ ageA5 2 82 32 4

6.576a6.8 6aParagraph Meaning 6.0 6.4 6.25.5 6.2 5.6 6.2

5.66.3 6a55.6 6*15a 6.5 7.2 7.7kcrd Meaning 8.0 5.9

6a 6.56a 6a 5.0 6.04Spalling 6.7 5.95.2 704.9

6.o65.1 6.74.86.17a 6a 7.0 7.05aLanguage

Arithmetic Reasoning 5a

Arithretic Computation 6a

5.4

6.7 6.7 5.9 5.5 6.06ea 4.85.2 7a 4.9

5.676.0 5.5 5a6a 5.2 5.85.2 5.25.8

6.7 6.1 6.74Social Studies 5.7 707.1 6a aa 6.9 7a5*1

8.6 8.6Science 6a7.3 9.7 7.187.05.8 7.5 5a 5.8

5a 6.58.6 7.6 7.6 6.777aStudy Skills 5.7 7.3 5.7 5.5

5.7Close Uora 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.75.7 5.7

~o
i-



TABLE V

ACHIE¥E*€J£T TEST SCQ8ES Of TESTS 0Tim AT THE EXT 0? TrE F1FT! OHM f.

mmsmrAL camp

Aver-

2 4S.-JM8..62 A 81k 1 1

6*6Paragraph Keaning

V ara Meaning

5.3 6.25.0 5.5 6*2 7.3 5.785.9 3.3 4.5

6.3 6.435*6 7.0 6.36.X 6.5 5.8 6.57.76.5

6.5Spelling

Language

6.8 6.5 6.767.3 7.1 9.07.9 7.5 5.4 5-6

6*17.0 7.3 6.7 7.187.C 7.0 7.0 8.08.0 7.2

5.6 6.1Arithmetic Reasoning 5.2

Arithmetic Computation 6.4

Social Studies

6.1 6.75.94.7 7.2 6.197*2 6.9

6*66.2 6.1 6.15.5 5.8 5.5 5.3 5*875.2

6.5 5.6 6.2 6.1 6.005.8 6.1 6.2 6.55.3 5.3

Science 6.6 6.4 6.6 6.367*35.5 5.3 5-8 7.35.5 7.3

6.5 6.06Study Skills 6.36.7 6.15.2 7.3 6*1 5.3 6.15.0

Claes Kons 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.75.7 5.7 5.7 5.75.7 5.7

w



TA8LE VI

mnums im mum or hhh oe*rt rsst scouts

averages

riflT^BCaTraditional /jiperiaental

.796.57 5.76.Paragraph leaning

6.436.45 .02Vord Keating

6.04 6.% .92Spoiling

6.06 1.127.16Language

•066.03Arithmetic neascning

Arithmetic Computation

6.1V

5.67 5.87 •20

6.74 6.0C .74Social Studies

6.36 .827.16science

6.066.77 .71Study Skills



TABLE VII

GAIKS Of LOSEVS HAVE BT THE ISIIVIUJAL MEHBEV5 OF THE TuAIIHOKAL GfcOUP

A11 2 JL 2 9 icA a

—6 .61.6*'aragraph Meaning 1.7 2*31.7 U32.0 .7 2.0

.6Lord hearting 1.5 2.3 2.7 .9.2 1.9 1.8•6 1.4

felling 1.7 1.0 1.8 1.3.5 • 5 .9 .22.2

1.61.61.3Language

Arithsatlc Seasoning 1.0

Arithmetic Computation 1.9

1.9 1.9 1.6 -1.1.2-.2

1.6 •61.4 1.33.0 •8 •1a ia

.61.0 *92.2 1.5 .3 2a a la

•6Social Studies 1.82.1 1.3 1.8 .7 2.0 2.81.2

.6Science 5.1 2.3 ia 2.31.7 •4 1.1 -.91.2

1.6 .3Study Skill* 4.2 3.4 1.1-1.2 1.9 a la la

~o
-c



table mi

<mms oa losses kale bt tht immvAL mtmm of m: txmimmTAL group

k11 ic1 82 A X 1

-.6Paragraph Keening -•1 .71.0 1*0 2.4•9.5 •*1*2

lord Keaning

Spelling

.9•3 2.01.4 1.9.8 1.4 2.4 1.0

1*4 1.8 1.7 .9 1.0 2.C1.5 2.4 1.1 2.1

.6 3*63.0Language

Arithmetic reasoning

Arithmetic Ccapit&iien 1.9

30 .2 1.0 1.2 -*•12.2 -♦1

1.6•6.7 .9 1.9 1*3 2.91.2 2.11.4

•61.6 1.6 1.6.6 1.91.7 1.2 1.0

Social Studies 61.1 1.7 1.3 .8*5 .8 1.4 .31.9

Science .6 2.6.1 .7 3.0 2.5 1.8 1.9♦5 -1.2

1.6Study Skills 3.11.2 .8 .3 1.7 1*42*1 1*4

(X
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1. 5UHHARX

1* Paragraph Meaning - the average of the scores Bade by the

traditional group was $«24 with the class nans oi 4*7 bar this particular

grade level* It was noted that three of the students scored within a

6.1-6*5 range and three core students within a 5*2-5*8 range* Only two

students scored below the class norn of 4*7* The average of the scares

of the experimental group was 5*32, only slightly higher than that of the

traditional group* Even though the experimental group scored higher than

the traditional group as a whole, their individual students did not sake

as significant gains as those of the traditional group* For example,

only one student scored 6*0 or over end six more students scored within

a 5.0-5*9 range* One student soared below the class norm of 4*7* It is

noted that only one student in the traditional group wade less progress

in the fifth grade than he did in the fmirth grade, while three students

in the experimental group shewed a lower score in the fifth grade* The

scores indicated that three of the students In the traditional group pro-

grossed two years or sore in achievement free the fourth to the fifth

grade while only one student in the experimental group made a comparable

gain* The twit scores further indicate that at the end of the fourth

grade period, three students from the traditional group failed to score

as hi#t as the class norm, while only one student in the experimental

group failed to reach the class none of 4*7* At the end of the fifth grade

period the scores for the traditional group show that two of its member*

failed to achieve the class norm while the scores of the experimental

group show that five of its speakers were below the 5*7 none*
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2* Woyd Kenning - The average scores for this portion of tho tost

show that tho scores for both groups were vary nearly tho

and of tho fourth grade sir members of tho group scored higher than tho

class nora while eight

norm of 4*7* At tho and of tho fifth grade seven

ticnal group scored above the class nona and sins ©embers of tbs expert-

nontal group scored hitter than the norm of 5*7*

3* Spoiling - The average scores of tho spoiling portion of the

tost indicate that tho experimental group made more progress in this par-

ticular area than did the traditional group. Bin® members of tho axporl-

ital group made a gain of a year or more while only six members of the

traditional group made a comparable gain* Three

• At the

of the experimental group scored above the

of tho traoi-

of tho export-

of the tra->tal group made at least a two year gain and only one

ditional group progressed by a two-year margin* It is noted that none of

the students in either group regressed in their achievement levels*

! - the test scores reveal that tho traditional group4* jgg,

as a whole scored lower than the experimental group at tho and of tho

fourth grade and the fifth grade* this area showed the greatest difference

of the tradi-the two groups* The greatest gain made by a

tional group was 1*9* The greatest gain made by a

group was 3*6* It is further noted that than

group improved tJvree years or more in achievement level within the one year

bob

of the experimental

of the experimental

span* Both groups had two students to regress in achieve

end of the fifth grade*

5* Arithmetic Reasoning and Computation - The scores fcr this portion

of the test indicate that at the end of the fourth grade the achievement

level of the traditional group was slightly higher than that of the

it level at the
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experimental group. At the end of the fifth grade however, the experl-

mental group made higher scores as a whole. All of the students in both

progress with none of the group regressing in achievementgrades taade

level.

6, Social Studies - At the end of both the fourth and fifth grad*

the average scores in this area reveal that the traditional group scored

higher than the experimental group. It is noted that at the end of the

fifth grade, three maatbers of the traditional group progressed two pears

t level, while none of the experimental group made

as great a gain. Two members of the traditional group made lees than one

year gain while five of the experimental group fell below a on© year gain,

7, Science - At the end of both the fourth grade and the fifth

grade the traditional group made a greater achievement in this area than

the experimental group, however, the difference between the two groups

pronounced at the end of the fifth grade. At the end of the fourth

grade three aedbere of the traditional group fell below the class corse of

or more in aehtev*

4*7 and only two wankers of the experimental group fell below the sore.

At the end of the fifth grade arte of the traditional group dropped

below the class sorts and three sc®b<?rs of the experimental group fell be-

low the norm* At the end of the fourth grade it is further noted that

three members of the traditional group scored 7,1-?,$ while none of the

experimental group readied this level of achievement. At the end of the

fifth grade only one student in the traditional group fell below the class

of the experimental group

It is noted that one nmbar of the traditional group scored as high as 9,7

at the end of the fifth year and two others who scored 8,6, The highest

norm while three
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score made by one o£ the ejqporit;«ntaI group a 7*3.

8m Study Skills - In this area* the teat

fourth grade indicate a higher achi

of the traditional group scored 6*2-6.9 with a class mtm of

4*7* the highest score Bade by a wssfcer of the experimental group was 5*3*

At the end of the fifth grade the traditional group again placed higher

at the end of the

it for the traditional group*

Four

than the experimental group* The highest score made by a student in the

m 8*4 while the highest score made by a student oftraditional group

the experimental group 7.3.

In summary* neither method appeared to be superior in the entirety*

the experimental group showed significant gains In spelling and language*

while the traditional group excelled In paragraph meaning* science* sooial

studies* and study skills* therefore* it is concluded that no erne method

is superior and both methods can be used effectively under different cir-

euasstances*
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CCHCLUSIOhS Am M£G&m®£tum

1. OjfiCJJUSlOES

The collected data led to several conclusions* It appeared that

the weaKeat areas within the eotperieental group were the area.® of para-

graph meaning and study skills* It is believed that this weakness

due In part to less directed study in the experiments! school than in the

traditional school; directed reading and study being necessary for a

development of these skills*

jiigher scores were noted in the areas of social studies and science

in the traditional group at the end of the fifth grade* It is believed

due in part to the

teacher, who according to the Assistant ouperintsndent of' the Greenville

City Schools, was a person who stressed these particular areas* Sight

i of the group were in her class*

It was also concluded iron this study that there is no one test

groups for instruction* It is a highiy flexible situation

and met depend upon the skillful teacher who plans the course of action

according to the needs of the students.

that the unusually high achievement in these areas

way to organ!

n* h&xmmmms

Since it is evident that neither school nor its methods of instruc-

tlon has proven to be best in all arses, it is not Justifiable to reooosjend

one of the two schools as having the best approach to the teaching of reading*
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From the results of this study the following recommendations are made!

1. This study consisted of a small sampling since it was difficult

to find more than tec pairs of children who had attended the same school

for five consecutive years or more. A larger study could be »ade in which

more pairs of students might be compared and analysed, thus indicating

trends in a broader scope#

2. It would be interesting to study children in a lees selective

situation# For example, children in this study attended a school system

in which a high percentage of its students go to college# A similar study

conducted within a community whose population is more heterogeneous might

reveal different results#

3# All of the children involved in this survey were from good to

moderate income families# This fact indicates good facilities and adequate

reading materials at home# It would be interesting to conduct a similar

survey among a lower socio-economic group and see how important a part

the environment plays in a child’s achievement in school#

4# The majority of the students chosen from each school had the

same teachers in their respective schools# Another study could be made

in which the students who were chosen had a wide range of teachers, thus

discounting the Influence that one teacher can exert on an entire group#

5* The first criterion by which these children were chosen for

this study was by I*Q* level# In this case it had to fall within VtMlO,

a range considered to be the average I# Q# of about %$, of the school

population# A similar study could be made among the slow learning groups

with I#Q*’s of 80 said below or among the gifted ©r accelerated groups with
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X,tl,*s oi 115 and up. It would be interesting to note bow these tproup©

reacted to the different approaches to the teaching oi read!ng as die-

cussed in this study.



Average

Below
Average

Above
AverageA

Poor SuperiorVv

4%r4% 17% 12% 7%7% 17% 20%12%
9STANINE 86 7531 42

PERCENTILE 4 11 23 40 GO 77 89 SS

TABLE 9

The percentage ol caaes at each alanine Level in the nora t/roup. Xt can
be seen on this t&ole that 54$ of the group will fall wltMto an average range.

£
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